
GOVERNMENT CENSORSHIP: Biden White House officials and multiple federal
agencies coordinated with Big Tech to censor Americans and cover up
government crimes

Description

USA: Not only did the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) coordinate with Mark Zuckerberg 
to censor reports on Biden family crimes in the leadup to the 2020 election, but the pre-
appointed Biden regime also coordinated with Facebook and Twitter to censor individuals who 
posted about crimes committed by the CDC and Anthony Fauci.

According to newly released internal emails from Facebook and Twitter, the Biden regime coordinated
with Big Tech to restrict the speech of individual Americans. This blatant violation of the First
Amendment was uncovered by Attorneys General Eric Schmitt (MO) and Jeff Landry (LA). These
revelations prove that the Biden regime is a fascist government, in violation of the U.S. Constitution.

At least 45 Biden officials worked with Big Tech to silence
Americans

More than one federal agency reached out to Facebook and Twitter employees, instructing the social
media giants to flag specific information as “misinformation.” This vast censorship enterprise included
at least 45 identified federal employees. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the National Institutes of Allergy and
Infectious Disease (NIAID), the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Health and Human Services
(HHS), the U.S. Election Assistance Commission, and the Office of the Surgeon General were all
involved. These agencies repeatedly pressured Facebook and Twitter to censor specific topics, and
they even directed the platforms to suppress speech using official, government-approved narratives.

“We have already received a number of documents that clearly prove that the federal government has
an incestuous relationship with social media companies and clearly coordinate to censor freedom of
speech, but we’re not done,” said Schmitt in a joint statement. “The Department of Justice is cowering
behind executive privilege and has refused to turn over communications between the highest-ranking
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Biden Administration officials and social media companies. That’s why, yesterday, we asked the Court
to compel the Department of Justice to produce those records. We’re just getting started – stay tuned.”

CDC worked regularly with Facebook to control speech

A CDC official coordinated monthly meetings with Facebook employees to deploy “debunking”
strategies. Facebook employees waited for official CDC narratives to be crafted before they went
ahead and censored Americans with this “debunking” strategy. These “debunking strategies” were
used to protect public health officials who were causing serious harm throughout society (e.g., Anthony
Fauci). One White House Official coordinated with Facebook to take down parody accounts that
exposed Anthony Fauci.

Instead of working on ways to improve public health, the CDC spent their resources on conducting
regular “be on the lookout” calls. CDC employees surveilled social media to find messages that they
wanted to censor. Most of the censored speech was speech that held the government accountable for
all the fraud, deception and malice they were causing as part of their covid-19 response.

Twitter was also in on these crimes, and even scheduled meetings with Biden White House officials to
identify “vaccine misinformation.” Almost all of this “vaccine misinformation” from a year ago was either
proven true at the time or would eventually be proven true. YouTube provided communications about
content moderation that was directed by eleven federal officials, including officials with the Census
Bureau and the White House.

The U.S. Surgeon General’s office devised a “misinformation health advisory” in July of 2021 and
worked with a senior Facebook official to implement its conditions throughout social media. In the email
, the Facebook official acknowledged Meta’s compliance with the speech directives. “I know our teams
met today to better understand the scope of what the White House expects from us on misinformation
going forward.” That same Facebook official discussed numerous steps to censor freedom of speech
with HHS officials.
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https://ago.mo.gov/docs/default-source/press-releases/free-speech-pitch-thread-docs/cdc-fb-monthly-debunk.pdf?sfvrsn=3508a21f_2
https://ago.mo.gov/docs/default-source/press-releases/free-speech-pitch-thread-docs/fake-fauci.pdf?sfvrsn=a9d8f2bf_2
https://ago.mo.gov/docs/default-source/press-releases/free-speech-pitch-thread-docs/twitter-vaccine-meeting-wh.pdf?sfvrsn=6599e359_2b
https://ago.mo.gov/docs/default-source/press-releases/free-speech-pitch-thread-docs/hhs-fb-email-1.pdf?sfvrsn=53bc4454_2

